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About BW_i
Baden-Württemberg International is 

the central location marketing agency 

for business and science in and for 

Baden-Württemberg. As a leading 

region in AI technology, together with 

our international partners we formed 

the International AI Alliance, a global 

AI network. 

About BIOPRO 
BIOPRO Baden-Württemberg comes 

under the auspices of the BW 

government and is specifically 

focused on medical technology, 

pharmaceutical industry and 

biotechnology. We promote cross-

sectoral cooperation, connect 

industry and science and create new 

impulses for the region.

The virtual Roadshow connects leading AI and health
care experts from Baden-Württemberg, Germany with
international partners from the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands and Switzerland. Not only the international
focus but also the science and/or business
backgrounds enable our speakers to provide an insight
into best practice and state-of-the-art solutions, as well
as latest research approaches. Informative panel
discussions and inspiring keynotes therefore cover the
broad spectrum of AI in health care and medical
technologies. Overall, three thematic sessions will cover
the following topics simultaneously:

Session A : AI in research for health diagnosis 
and prevention / AI in systems medicine

Session B: Ethics, data protection and data 
security in AI-based health care technology

Session C: Human-machine interaction in 
medical technologies

Register now for free and take advantage of this
unique opportunity to generate new contacts and dive
deep into topics around AI solutions for Science and
Business in Health Care and Medical Technologies!

Link to register : https://aihamt.vidivent.de/landing

WHAT TO EXPECT

WHEN

10.30am – 5.30pm CET Time

Scan the QR-Code or
follow the link to
register and to find out 
more about the event!

This event is supported by funds from the Ministry of 

Science, Research and Arts of the State of Baden-

Württemberg and the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 

Labour and Tourism of the State of Baden-Württemberg

https://aihamt.vidivent.de/landing

